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Bombers Ta·ke First Game; 
Rated First-In Division 
By Peter J. Talbut 
Last Saturday's 30-6 win 
over St. Lawrence, here at South 
. Hill Field, showed Football fans 
-·what they can expect_ to see this 
.season. 
The Bombers are a strong 
team, offensively they ·have the 
·-two best receivers in the school's 
history, with Bill Bryant and 
Mike Battle. Defensively they 
boast a backfield that inter-
cepted five saint aerials. 
This year's squad has the 
potential to be as good if not 
better than last years, barring 
injury to key personnel. Just to 
watch the enthusiasm of Ron 
DiMaitino lets you know that the 
'75 Bombers are winners. 
Divorcing Themselves 
The Lambert Bowl is a long 
way off, Albany is not. Ithaca 
will have to take each game at a 
time and try to divorce them-
selves from last year's glory. 
However this Saturday's 
game against the Albany Great 
Danes could OP the most impor-
Stora~ka Returns For Highly Successful Lecture 
By Cindy ~hwartz 
Dtie to the overwhelming 
response to his - lecture on 
campus last September, Frederic 
Storaska . ..i:eturned once more to 
Ithacsi College last night to give 
yet another dynamic· ''perform- . 
"ance" To Be Or Not To Be 
Raped!'; . w.hich. deals' with the 
understari_ding and prevention or 
rape and assault. 
their tactics don't work. For that and statistics were effective ance rate of 55% on the college 
reason, Storaska emphasizes the illustrations to keep his general and university lecture circuit. 
need for. a woman to feel principles in mind. Even though By using humor as the basis for 
confident in herself. A woman the audience was presented with dissolving the primitive and 
-should know how to prevent a multitude of examples on how - often Victorian myths of how to 
assault before it gets to the to react effectively, Storaska has p'revent and deal with rape, 
fighting stages. According to his found in his many years of Storaska was able to discuss a 
plan,Jf a-woman is able to diffuse lecturing that women often cme very sensitive subject quite 
the rapist's violence by assua- up. with their own creative, yet effectively. 
ging his hate for _her ("rape is a often strange techniques of re- "I want you to go talk about this, 
crime of hate, not a crime of acting in an intensely pressured .not just hear it.~· Storaska 
passion..,) !!he will be in control of situation. "I want to plant the mentioned towards the end of his 
· the·-situatim1:::;~in:."tb.e,...,<tonii- . see,ds--of.-ideas f9r __ you . ..t.o . .use two and. one half hour lecture. 
dence and trust of the rapist, and . other approaches", Storaska im- And based on the .inierest shown 
get him to perceive you as a pressed upon the audience. by the large turnout of several 
person and · not an object", Storaska is a captivating hundred students last evening, 
Storaska said. lecturer, well deserved of his many students who attended his 
Stor~ka's many examples unprecedented repeat perform- lecture last year did exactly that. 
tant Division III game of this 
year. The Ithaca squad was 
ranked number one in the 
country in their College Dh·ision . 
The Great Danes came in at 
number six. 
Albany State in its third 
year of varsity football have 
never los1. a home game. They 
also have a 13 game winning 
streak g·oing. 
Capacity Crowd Expected 
The 1:30 starting time 
should sec a capacity crowd, as 
Albany and Ithaca students and 
numerous pro and college scoi.: : 
flock to University Fit>ld. 
The Danes offensively are a 
strong running team, but Ithaca 
is a strong defensive team, which 
they proved against the hapless 
Saints. 
The away game this Satur-
day against Albany State is 
anGther test for the Bombers. 
Albany, who finished last season 
with a perfect 9-0 record, is 1-0 
this season after defeating Al-
fred University last Saturday. 
So, the defending Lambert 
Bowl champion Ithaca Bombers 
~re on the track again, contin-
uing "their.winning W:\)'S. . .. 
For more Bomber pictures and 
stories, please turn to page 10. 
·-sioiaska·-.is-,..a,-· well-known 
writer, ·investigator, an~ lectu·r· 
er on the subject-of rape. He 
founded the National Organiza-
tion for the Prevention of Rape 
and Assault located at 777 
·United Nations Plaza, New 
York, (NOPRA) in 1972 and 
directs the ·activities of the 
organization with the assistance 
of volunteers. · After almost 
Rain Greets Die-hards As Commons,Open 
· eleven years of research on 
thousands of assault cases, 
Storaska recently published a 
book on his findings, called "How 
to Say No To A Rapist - And 
8urvive!". 
Recapped Incidents 
Last Thursday night, the 
ci1)1 and _downtown merchants 
irivit~d · the public to .celebrate 
the official opening of the Ithaca 
Commons. -,_, 
The fthaca Commons is "th,:> 
heart and center of our urban 
area, a place to be used and 
enjoyed" Mayor Edward Conley 
told several. hundred people who 
showed up for the dedication 
despite heavy rains. 
m1mths at a cost of nearly one who were involved with th(• 
million dollars. An indoor mall huilding- of the mall. and there 
that will cost over two million 
dollars will also be built, near the 
sight of old Rothschild's depart-
ment store. The actual Ithaca 
Commons that is now finished 
includes the permanent closing 
off of two blocks of Stat.e·Street 
to v('hicles to make a pedestrian 
mall. 
Although thP mall has been 
in us(• for several months now, 
with the shopping area nev('r 
dosed down <luring construction, 
the downtown merchants billed 
wne many festivities. 
. Three hands played al thP 
mall entram·es. At lhe mall's 
Past end, hy Rothschild's, the 
Drifters sang country am! west-
Prn tunes. In the middll' of thP 
mall w:l'- the Joe M<·Conn1•ll hand 
fl'aturing the "big hand" sounds 
of th1• forties. Down at th(• otht•r 
Pnd of th(? mall was the rol'k 
group Truth. There was a large 
assortmPnt of p(•ople watl'hing-
. these various hand .... with man.v 
·pt•or,11• ")!;I'll ing- involvPd in dan-
l'ing-, ,-,p1•1·iallv t hos1• jiltl'rhug--
t'.in1-: to Llw jazz pla_vl'<l hy tlw .Jm• 
· ~Conm•II hand. · 
ThPr1· was al~o a magil'ian, 
"Mi~ll·r Twisll•r" ,ia1·k Miller of 
I ;r,vd1·n who had raug-ht t h1• 
att.1•nt ion of many of tlw young-. 
_\ Pt al..,o g-ath1•rpd quit!• a rrowd 
from I h1• 'lol -<.,o-.voung-. 
In t.l.t> ~pirit of 1·l'h•hrat"io11, 
downtown nwn·hanb r1·~111>nd1'd 
ii.v havint:" w1·Pkl'nd ,;alt",. Cil v 
hlN'~ ;d'-,O OJll'r'al I'd !or rr1•1• 0~ 
Th11r-;da,v, Friday, and Saturd.",y 
In his lecture, · Storaska 
recapped the incidents he wit-
nessed in the early 1960's. that 
sparked his interest in the field 
of rape, the discussion of which 
was .then considered taboo. It 
was about twelve years ago 
when he set forth to devote his 
complete resources and energies . 
to und~rstanding and solving the 
problems of assaults on men, 
The Commons was con -
structed as a means to revitalize 
the downto~n area as a business 
and ci\'ic center for the town 
residents. Although plans for 
the constructin of the mall have 
. been formulated for over. ten 
·years, actual-constructiQn of the 
Commons didn't begin until June 
1974. The project that is 
completed now took fifteen · 
this past wel'kend as the grand c B J $ S 
o~eni~g of ~he _mall to coincid~ Qngress u get 15,000 hort 
with its ded11:at10n. 
women, and.child.ren •. 
Storaska's lecture was more ·. 
·of a performance than a usual :_ 
lecture~ . He employed' several 
members of the audience to 
explain his points, and also 
demonstrated many of the tech-
niques himself. His program 
confronts the problem . of rape 
•and assault directly by eliminat-
ing myths filld g«:ltting rid of fear. 
Aside from Mayor .Gonley's S • s h l h • s d 
dedication thne ·were short enzor C O ars zp tarte 
\ He stresses the importance of 
dealing with the situation, and 
not avoiding it. ."Go along with 
the rapist until you see a chance, 
to react safely. Leave youtself · , 
the opportunity to-.µy something ·· 
else. if your attempt· : doesn't\' 
work. If you· make a mistake it 
won·~ matter because "you'll liave . 
the opportunity to.try something . --..: 
e~se:<-. · S~raska . coristal_ltly · · 
. i'ei1'foJ'.Ced. _- ' ·_ · -· . . .\ 
speeehes and introductions from 
key·· me~l,ers of the community 
. · :lt.. is easy-. for· a_ speaker to . ,. 
expound ·words of wisdom to his ·· - . . .... audience··. orf how' 'to- ·protect..·,' ... - ' .. : . ' : . : . < .. '---,_::- .. ·,·.··,.·.·. o···.-,~ ·, ·-·_-:.' ,, 
· __ ._ttieri)sel~~.: ~~ut .)~ -is mu~h : .. _.. _ Enj oyi.~g'.Ci;m-rit,;rliVespft~-thiRi;j~-. 
· hiirder-to·teU Jhe$-what to do if .:- _ ·· · · :_: - · . ·-·. ' · · 
.-_:.:i,::,:::·:\::.;\.:_·:_.:::~·-·'.·:t?\.:).-··/:_; ;.,_ ... )_·:;. ··.' .. ' ,, .- .. ,_ ·:_>-·· .. ''"·' '. ·. 
Monies allocated to student 
dorms, clubs and organizations· 
through Student Congress this 
year will fall $15,000 short of last 
year's $100,000 budget, it was 
~nouiiced at Student Congress 
TuJsday evening. 
· ·Student body President 
Rick Otis explained that from 
now · on Student Congress, as 
well . as all departments on 
campus, will not have revolving 
budgets. This means that money 
left over at the end of each· year 
· will not he tacked onto the next 
year's budget, creating a favor-
able increase·. · 
Student · Congress had a 
·surplus.of $15,000 at the end of 
. last year. which was to be added 
. - ontc:>. .the budget this year. · · 
. 1'.hat was be_f ore . it. was 
,.discovered t~at"_ such · practices 
are· considered illegal, according 
/ ... 
to Ot.is. 
The Collepe, ,.s all husi:wss-
Ps, must adhme t.o rules :mu 
regulations set f<.,rth hy th1i 
American Assol'iat1on of C1isti-
fied Puhlie Accountants {At.C-
PA). If the hu·;iness does follow 
the rules, they will reruive a 
"cover letter" from the AA.CPA 
each· year sanctioning tht·ir ~('-
counting procedures. Loans arnJ 
other financial transactions are 
difficult to come by withoat the· 
AACPA's stamp of apprO\ al. 
The College, according to 
Otis, "h~ let us slide through 
(for a long time). They've 
pushed their. luck too far." 
As a result, all departments 
with a financial surplus as of 
_June 30 each year, will forfeit . .-
that money to a general fund of 
!continued on page 9) 
... 
.. 
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The·~ ~r. J.8, l.~~,.~~;~,l ; . 
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II 
ithacan inqu1·rer 
by Cindy Schwartz 
The Question: "Do yon think that ltbaca-O>~o~s lthe manf is-~ . 
improvement for the city of Ithaca? Do you see any ~vantages in 
. -.. I\ Parking:, · j LtitkfJfSp'acf!s / .. 
-May Ha-lt Registrati~~ 
its presence? - By Toni Somma 
Having a car offers several 
advantages, but when there is no 
place to park that car, the 
advantages are quickly -,-
forgotten. 
large amount <Sf construction on -
campus, some of these spaces 
have been temporarily lost and 
others are permanently gone. 
l\·,ark Zettler, Ithaca College 
.,ophomore, music majo_r. "When 
1 l"irst <·ame here to look around 
m.v impression was that this 
town was kind of dumpy. So now 
I think it is a real improvement 
hc<·aw,P it makes the town look 
ni<·P. It prohahly hurt some of 
th<· t.raffi..: on the other streets 
hut. not. t h«l much hecause there 
w(•ren't such hig traffic hassles in 
th1• first. place." 
Uarbara Joseph, Uptown Vil~ 
lagc, homemaker. "I am very 
Ronni Richman, Ithaca College 
senior, Speech Pathology major. 
"One disadvantage I see is 
parking, but now that they are 
putting in new lots I think they'll 
overcome that. I really have to 
get used to driving around the 
town rather than through it to 
g-et to the stores, and it's a lot 
more walking. Aside from that 
it's heautiful and I wish they'd do 
it to my town." 
happy with it. I find it nice to . Eric Freidman Ithaca College 
!shop hPre, and I'vi: h~d no senior, Psychoiogy major. "I 
Jll'nhll'm~ al all. I t~m~ it was think it's the greatest- I come 
Vl'r)' WISl' to rev1tahze the down' on th('",· \\ieekends,• , artd 
·people are listening to the bands; 
good times, older folks, younger 
· folks; ·everyone seems to enjoy 
it. I like it a lot." 
. ~· 
1.rnne Hamilton, 116 Kay.Street, . ~ - · 
8tl(gTad1•r, DPWitt._ Ju~ior High· f '!~ .e::J ~, , 
'"l'ht• mall _makes 11 nact•r- now .,., - .: ._ ..,1;::t. ;:-~ ;-_ 
t.lwrt• an• Jazz hands and even, · - · .. if_ 
naft fairs. It hrings more people· · ~-- -
into town and hrings mon• KPnneth Richardson, Freelance 
husim•ss to tht• stores." writt•r for the Ithaca New Times. 
"I think it is an improvement for 
th1• town. I was here before the 
I :ommons was huilt, · and f 
thought t.hat at times · it was 
1·ong1•st<•d and I think this 
rPliPves · the congestion. The 
t rt·<·s and the fountains give it 
mnrl' of a homey atmosphere._ 
Tht• atmosphere is much more 
plt•asant than · when it was a 
.f<'gular street." 
i - . 
Brad Fulkerson, 1529 Mecklen-
burg Road, clerk. "The mall has 
c~used a big traffic problem. 
When the students come back 
the traffic is. lined up on Buffalo 
Street and on State Street 
beyond the mall. They are 
trying to run it like a big city-and 
it's not." -
Park~ng has become a seri-
ous · problem on the ~thaca 
College campus. -According to 
Director of Safety and Security, 
Lou Withiam, there are a total of 
2760 cars registered for the 
1975-76 year, and as of now there 
are only 1900 spaces. 
Of the 2760 registered cars 
1360 . belong to · students, an 
increase· of 217 cars from last 
year. There are also approxima-
tely 1400 cars registered _to 
faculty, staff, etc. This number, 
· said Whitiam, is fairly consistant 
throughout the years. 
A survey· taken in Dec. 1973 
indicated that the College had 
2018 spaces, however due to the 
Politics Majors Join To 
Uphold Representation 
· By Toni Somma 
Ithaca College students, 
particularly those in the politics 
department, are concerned about 
student input and participation. 
More than 50 politics majors 
;md other concerned people 
. show:ed up .at-. a meeting .ll!S.t 
night concerning the future of 
student representation in . ·the 
politics department. 
Fran Cowan, who received 
37 votes, Tom Rawson also with 
37 votes, John Nader with 32 and 
Robin Lohhes with 28 votes were 
elected to full-year terms. Dave 
Silverstein with 23 votes; Barry 
Kaufman with 22 votes and Todd -
Bernstein with 19 votes were 
elected .to one semester terms.~ 
A mirumum ~f ·10 votes·. per .. 
person was required. 
There are seven representa-
tives to match the seven faculty 
Apparently.the lack of inter- members in the departmerit. 
est in the past caused several·' Each faculty·member and· repre-
faculty members to consider sentative have one equal vote in 
revoking the right of student such matters as c.urriculum, the 
representation. · · · · · · hiring, and firing of faculty, and 
The meeting held in the 
, DeMotte Room produced seven 
representatives, which were 
elected by all that attended. 
tenure. 
Only one faculty member, 
Professor Marty Brownstein, 
was present at the meeting. 
Vehicles owned by Physical 
Plant and Maintainance, along 
with a grit pile, are occupying 35 
spaces in M-lot. These spaces 
will eventually be returned when 
Physical Plant moves to the new 
building. 
Construction on the Library ' 
is responsible for the loss of 63 
spaces due to the placement of 
materials and a crane. This area 
designated as H-Iot, H-lot circle 
and G-lot will eventually return 
as available parking space. 
To compensate for this loss, 
51 parking spaces in F-lot, which 
originally were occupied by 
students, /have been given to 
faculty removed from the H and 
G-lot area. 
An additional 40 spaces have 
been sacrifices near the art 
building to create a fire lane and 
28. spaces in F-lot to install 
curbing. , 
The constraction of the 
chapel has caused the temporary 
loss of 20 spaces in N-lot. These 
spaces are occupied by construc-
tion workers and materials. 
Hopefully 10 of these spaces will 
return by t~e end of the week. 
Completion of repairs in 
S-lot will lessen the demand for 
parking , spaces in the near 
future. This area, designated for 
Freshmen, while under repair 
has forced freshmen to park in 
µpper-class sp~ces. 
, "We haven't been tickedting 
heavily because S-lot isn't done", 
said Withiam. However a 
courtesy ticket, telling freshmen 
that S-lot will be completed soon, 
has bee~ issqed,~.to : illeg~llY. 
parked cars. "We will be 
extremely fair to the people" 
added Withiam. 
The Safety and Security 
Office is considering a recom-
mendation to the Traffic Policy 
Committee to stop car registra-
tion for a few weeks. They have 
not made a decision as of yet. 
TO ~oCo STUDENTS FROM 
THE ITHACA COLLEGE 
BOOKSTORE: 
·Anything· Purchased Sjnce Th_e-
Beginning of The Semester·Must 
e Returned By SEPTEMBER 30 
For FULL-Refund ~ 
Thereafter All Returns Must 
Be Made Within -TWo Weeks 
AftE!r Purchase o 
. ; -.~ .,. ?",; .. 
., . - Thank.You For.Your-Patronage ,,..,. 
,r..dil_,,,,j 4.,/ ~ · :~ , l,ouii;e • De Laureotis, 983 
,. · -~ · , 1 ( 11yuga Heights Road, Freelance 
·. . ~-· ./·,..--·. 1·d~tor and writer. "I like· the 
_. · , !.~!, .... ~ Commonsthewayitis. _The only 
--~~,! t~ing that I can see that might 
Chril,1 fflomfield-Hrown, 4th· possibly present a problem is 
grade,- Dryden Elementary that in the middle of the winter 
Srhool. "Ith~a Commons is a lot they should have more places 
. hettt>r· than 1t was before. It . -with roofs over them. But the 
~:.Have.A- Successful- Semester 
. . . . . 
.look.t!!!.C:L~~~?,t all_ the l'.'ars' way it is" DQ\V ~- very :lovely·,".... . ' - '.• ' . _-._· ·_,' ·, ' . . ·, : " . ,_ ; -· •' ": '. .· .. ' ,- . • : ' :" '· .. ··'.-., 
· run,w,,5,JWl,,Qll'•
5
11it~t.,.,:t·\"')1r ..... --.,;.,,...1 .... -t~;•w,!., ... /:-,' .. ;·~·~ .. ~"""''i ......... •~-jl~...._•_,._.,_.,..~~·~: ... ,~y·~~p•.:.,.., ___________________ .. , ...... _..., ___ ,_...,;,_ _______ __,,_...,. ...... ,__. i._,·,':, 
.... ~·, .. 
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I 
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'· 
J 
·.·;.,., H·-- ···- ~ .... -,,.~h, ... q Tfie-l~~-JJ11i&.;r~'l~!·t915~· P~«f-3:.;::.mirh, ·-: ;;-' 
- -.. •• , "'-C- ... ., :, .. --:::c-'J"-r,-~---,--rr . .!-"''::"'""l'Y· .. .,, ... .,... -=- ""',•·,-...;., .. · ' • .,.. - , , ·, May,:.Appo:iit.t-ed: Ce;n.t.e:r-~H-ead<~·-·.: .. :~-;i_ .. )~ . · ·. ·.,- :_: _: ~: · .· .. _ · · .. · ·.-What-_'s:·Goi'q On.-Here-?-
! , As I.e ... Loud.on' a~organizes CENTRAL SCHOOL NE.EDS: ~ volunteer to work witi1 a third 
by Fred Rabinowitz 
In an effort to better coor-
dinate the Ithaca College London 
Center with the Ithaca campus, 
the Director of Foreign Study 
will now be based in Mueller 
Faculty Center instead of Lon-
don. Former assistant professor 
of German Terrill May has 
repl_aced Ed Vincent . as the 
Coordinator of Foreign Study. 
"The program has grown to 
the point where it needed 
centrwation to facilitate the 
communication of information to 
the students and faculty oflthaca · 
College," said May, who has 
spent the past' week in London 
getting acquainted with · the 
faculty ~d observing the work-
ings of the Center. 
"My first objective is to 
present our faculty and students 
with more detailed information 
of our program in London." 
May stressed the need for 
the departments of Ithaca Col~ 
lege to become involved in 
instituting programs at the Cen-
ter. -~,Business, politics, music, 
and psychology are some of the 
·newer courses being introduced 
at the London Center. These are 
run with the language, litera-
ture, drama, art, and liistory 
courses already being taught. _ 
The expanded · course offering 
should give the prograQl a wider 
appeal to the students of I.C. 
than ever before. · · 
The · requirements for the 
London Center will be more 
strict than in the past. A student 
wishing to study overseas will be 
required to have a minimum 2. 75 
commulative average, an inter-
view, and the approval of his/her 
dean and advisor. 
The foreign study centP.r 
was founded in London in 1972. 
Because English is spoken there, 
it was accessible to more Ithaca 
students than a program based in 
Terrill May 
, grade hoy on alf grade materials. Times and days can he any within 
a foreign . speaking country. the school schedule. 
There are, however; foreign 
study programs in France, Ger-
many, and Spain that Ithaca 
College is affiliated with. 
May found trouble descri-
bing the London center in words. 
"Because so much of the 
program is centered around 
contact experience within the 
London setting, it's difficult to 
transmitt the excitement one 
feels toward the program on 
paper." 
... $15,000Short 
[continued from page one I 
the College. 
Student Congress's $15,000 
has been set aside as a base for 
senior scholarships, stated Otis. 
The money will be put into an 
endowment fund and the interest 
each year will be donated to a 
deserving senior. Deserving, 
_. ,, said Otis, in terms of academic 
·qualifications and contributions 
to the College. 
The idea for such a scholar-
ship fund was suggested last 
July, said Otis. Although he 
reports it was suggested by 
Vice-President of Student and 
Campus Affairs Gus Perialas, 
Otis calls it "my baby". 
~REATER ITHACA ACTIVITIES CENTER NEl!.O~: Volunt cers to 
work with youngsters, aged 6 to 13, and to teach or assist with crafts, 
arts, games, gymnastics, karate, judo, or free .play. Days could be 
any, Mon. thru Fri, from 3 to 5 pm (Wednesday 2 to 5 pmi. 
OFFICE FOR THE AGING NEEDS: A driver for their vehicle. tv 
supply transport for the elderly, on Mondays and/or Tht•rsday5 from 
11 am to 3 pm. 
BOYNTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOi, NEEDS: A volunteer to help a 
transitional 6-7th grader in language arts, any afternoon from 2:30 to 
3:20. 
OAK HILL MANOR NEEDS: .. Volunteers to visit with individual 
elderly residents, to assist with small group recreational or crafts 
programs, or to present short musical or slide-show entl'rtainmt>nt. 
Late morning, late afternoon, or early evening of any day can be 
arranged. 
There are many other calls for voluntary assistance too. Pleast' call 
the Voluntary Action Center, 272-9411, Monday thru Friday from 9 
am to 4:30 pm, or on Saturday from 9 am to 1 pm, for an appointml'nt 
to these or any voluntary service. 
. r 
WICE-Radio's "Recollection", billed as Ithaca's favorite "oldies' 
show, is·prcsenting a television sock hop.on the Ithaca Commons on 
Saturday, September 20, from 1:00 to 3:00 pm. . . 
"Recollections" personality Chuck Reynolds will be m the center 
square nearest to Cayuga Street w~th a library of popular music and a 
variety of prizes for dancers and hsteners. 
The sock hop will be videotaped and broadcast on WICB-TV 
cable channel 7, at 7 pm that same evening. 
Executive producer Gary B. Duglin, on behalf of the entire 
"Recollect.ions" staff, has extended an invitation to everyone who 
enjoys dancing, old music and fun to appear on the Commons this 
Noise AIDmendment Passed Sai.urfiay, ~t.m:he!' ~()., from-1:00 pm to.3:00 pm.- - - · -
~Y Jon Choate 
All-night I.C. · parties be-
ware-- you may be the subject of 
a new.amendinent'to the Judicial 
Code. At the Final Community· 
Council meeting of the 1974-75 
academic year a motion was 
· passed to amend the code 
pertaining to dormitory noise .. _ 
- According to the Deputy 
Judicial Administrator, Maggie 
Sutton, the amendment is an 
"attempted solution of the pro-
blem of noise ,in the dorms.'.' 
Details of the amendment are 
outlined below: 
2.4 Dormitory Environment: 
Ithaca College, being an aca-
demic . community, re.quires 
ce.rtain restrictions on per-
sonal freedoms. The right to 
study, work and sleep is 
considered . of utmost impor-
tance in this type of commun-
ity. 
2.4.1. Excessive Noise or 
Disruption: Intentional dis-
ruption of the right to study, 
sleep or work are a violation 
of this Judicial Code. Viola-
tion may result in disciplinary 
action against the offender 
according to the following 
procedures: 
a. Complainant goes to 
the offender and asks for 
cooperation and considera -
tion. 
b. Housing· staff goes to 
the offender and asks for 
cooperation and considera -
tion. 
c. Security Division is 
contacted, charges the offen-
der with violation of this 
section of. the Ithaca College 
Judicial Code and issues the 
offender an J'Appearance 
Summons" requiring the of-
fender's apf earance before 
"the Judicia Administrator· 
Ms. - Sutton indicated that 
the amendment was ari out-
growth of "too many students 
complaining about noise in 
dorms." According to Sutton, 
there have been prosecutions 
under this amendment already, 
however they have "not been 
numerous" or severe. 
One-to-one thing 
--"Before Safety is called, I 
would hope that the dorm 
·advisor, the Head Resident, and 
the students themselves would 
try and deal with the problem. 
This amendment is not meant to 
per the provisions of Section 
3.3.2 of the Ithaca College 
Judicial Code. 
d. Normal judicial proce-
dure is followed as outlined in 
this document. 
e. If the offender is found 
guilty or pleads guilty to the 
offense, m addition to the 
imposition of a judicial penal-
ty of either the Judicial 
Administrator or the Campus 
Judicial Board, the offender, 
upon recommendation of the 
Judicial Administrator-or the 
Campus Judicial Board, may 
!be referred to'the Director of 
Residential Life, who may, for 
the maintenance of the hous-
ing programs, decide to take 
· the following actions: , 
1. reassignment within 
the residence hall. . 
2. reassignment within 
the residence hall system. 
3. removal from the 
residence hall system for a 
specified period of time. If 
this administrative action is 
taken, · the student' will be 
reimbursed the prorated. a-
mount of his room fee. 
In exceptional cases, the 
first two steps of this proce-
dure may be eliminated. 
.AS;jATA-t· . 
. GAftDEN 
[BSTAURAttT] 
Chines~-Americ<:ill Food -
,. • J • • ,,~ I .,I ._ • • ' ' ' ,• 
114 w. State -Sir~et -: :· ,. 
' ' ' 
be a big deal. It's more of a 
one-to-one thing; cases on an 
individual basis," said Sutton. 
Wheri asked if students had 
been properly notified of the new 
amendment, Ms. Sutton specula-
ted, "Perhaps not ... I am amazed 
at how many students don't even 
know about the Judicial code ... ! 
remember one time; I was at the 
Registrar's office and a girl was 
handed her registration packet 
and then the Judicial Code." The 
girl looked surprised and said, 
"What do I need that for?". 
Students interested in applying for the field anthropology 
course, "Community Study of Rum Cay (Bahamas)," can pick up 
application forms from Garry Thomas, Department of Anthropology, 
Muller 304. The course will last six weeks, Fchruary 9 - March 19 and 
is offered for six credits. Students accepted for the program must 
also enroll in four hours of on-campus course work with Gair, 
Thomas, find other course which f:t into their spring semester 
schedule, and obtain the permission of their advisor and Dean. 
On Tuesday, September 23 at 8:00 in the Job Room of Egbert 
Union, Garry Thomas will give a talk on the Rum Cay project and 
show slides from the anthropological field cours~ he directed-on· that , 
island last year. While the primary purpose of the talk will be to 
provide information for :,,i.udents interested in going on this year's 
project, anyone is welcome to attend. Some students from the Rum 
Cay project from last year will be on ha~ to answPr questions as 
well. · 
Housed Shalimar (• ,. " 
BOUTIQUE FASHIONS 
Narural clothing 
.. , 110t11rally cool 
and comfortable 
A boutique devoted exclusively to imports. 
Visit us for exotic, hand embroidered, 
authentic_ folk designs, colorful peasant 
blouses, men's shirts, dresses, and caftans. 
Also sllk scarves. handbags,· waterbeds, 
· ;Smqkl~g ptr.CIP.t!frnalia, lewelry, rugs and, 
~ot/·course, . a_· huge assortment· of hand 
blocked _bedspread:.. 
HousedShaimar 
BOUTIQUE FASHIONS . 
148 East State St. · -
Br 411 Colege Avenue 
0,en .. ••err. - til. 9 p.m. 
:,· 
111'1 
,. .Th~ I~, S~,e~~b,er J~;..1~5,. ,.., 4. 
-·, --~0-uultJrno® ... ,._ i • ·'\ • 
... ~· 
·' 
\tVhalen As Scapegoat 
Life is generally difficult, and one of the things 
that makes it easier is having someone whom one 
can blame for all the things that are going wrong. 
Such is often the case with new store 
managers, team coaches and, in this case, 
administrators. 
The tripled housing situation existed in years 
past., as did tight student financial aid, overexpen-
ditures of student moviE>s, extraneous ·office staff 
and the common cold. 
Because there is a new face (or new faces) 
roaming the hallowed halis of Job does not 
necessarily mean that more students have been 
Lripled this year than ever before or that .more 
"tudents cannot receive a bigger piece of the 
finarn:ial aid pie. These problems, remember, were 
Lhcn• before the presi<fency of Ithaca College 
('hangeci hands. 
And, to be sure, they are still there. Just as 
we can n<•L blame new people, specifically the new 
pr£'~ident James Whalen, for all of !C's ills, we 
cannot expect that they will have disappeared by 
i.h,, t:me he rrreives his first paycheck. 
We are, of c:>urse, hoping Whalen wiii be abie 
t.o ·,olve all of !C's ills. or at least some of them. But 
ll'L us all join in offering him our collective 
a'isislance ... no one person can do it alone. And 
give the man a chance for him to show us what he 
can do, before we start blaming him for things he 
has not done. 
And by the way, Ithata ls rainy 92 percent of 
tliP ycar ... Whalen had nothi11g to do with it. 
I·:dil11r11tls reffr,:I .the opir,ion of the editorial 
1,.,11,-,I 11'/lfl 1111/ 1w,·,,s.wzril11 thuse of the faculty, 
.,la//; 11tl111i111sl ratitin 11r studl'nls uf Ithaca College. 
1"11 p.rO 
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More Solutions For Car Registration 
By Chris Colter form a car-pool. If three people get_ together and 
use their own form of transportation· every third 
The organization that is directly responsible day and receive rides from friends on the other 
for carrying out the campus traffic policies and two, this car-pool would no( only conserve gasoline 
. procedures is the Office of Safety and Security arid in a time when gas has become somewhat precious, 
it is against one of these policies that I would like to but would also lessen .the demand on parking 
· register a complaint. spaces, thereby easing the parking shortage. After 
Last week, this paper's editorial board deemed all, off-campus students need the transportation to 
that - the problem surrounding parking was a get to class~. and at_the same time, Ithaca College 
serious enough issue to direct its weekly editorial needs to have off-campus housing because of their 
message towards the finer points of alte·rnatives annual over-enrollment and linked campus housing 
parking policies. Perhaps the readers agree with· shortages. 
, the proposals set forth by that editorial and will Since these car-pools would involve a. few 
contact this newspaper, Student Congress, Safety persons, perhaps the members_ could jointly 
Division, and the administration of Ithaca College, purchase a permit that cou1d be transfered from 
in an attempt _to make reforms in the parking one vehicle to another and displayed from inside 
policy. It is typical of a bureaucratic organization, the windshield.· This would pi-eve 1t the members 
such as Safety to remain removed from the body of of the car-pool fro,m using their-ow i cars everyday, 
persops it is designed to administrate; commonl~ as only one sticker would be issued. Ifsafety 
known as hiding-~hir.<l-"red tape",, But. thls)ssue Division is worried about transfering this portable 
concerning the- parking policies, controlled by permit to another car outside the car-pool,. the 
Safety Division, affects a majority of the Ithaca members could be granted another special sticker 
College students and it is our priviledge to questior: to be permanently attached to the proper bumpers, 
these rules. in addition to the transferrable permit, thereby 
All students who have brought a car to Ithaca signifying their membership of the car-pool. Any 
and wish to park it on campus find themselves $30 vehicle with this permanently fixed sticker not 
poorer than when they arrived. This fee for displaying the transfcrrable permit while parked in 
parking, which guarantees each car a properly Ithaca Collt:ge facilities, would become subject to 
designated slot, is universal for all J.C. stu,tents ticketing and fines. 
including freshman, upperclass dorm residents, Safety Division may complain that the 
and commuting persons. Upperclassmen have the graduated sticker price alternative suggested by 
best deal as they have eight lots to choose from The Ithacan Editorial Board and the car-pool idea 
during the daylight hours. Freshmen find outiine here wouid reduce their - maintenance 
themselves quarantined to "S" lot so as to income, so perhaps they too should become 
discourage them from adding their' vehicles to the involved in the. other more pressing matteri:: 
already serious parking shortage. Off campus surrQ.unding the Ithaca College 1.'..0mmunity and ask 
students, who perhaps have the most valid reason themselves why they really need a new building for 
for having a car for daily transportation to classes, their offices;· On the other hand, Safety Division 
are also discriminated against as they have their will in- all probably ignore these suggestions set 
own special sticker confining them to 'five ll'ts. forth here and by last week's ·editorial. The red 
What bothers me is that everyone pays the :.;ame tape is too thick for two written pieces-·to cut 
$30 but at the same sliake do not receive equal - through. If you have ever attempted to deal with 
benefits. Paradoxically, off.campus persons find Safety · over 11 -- questionable ticket, you may 
that the money paid for this sticker indirectly recognize the impersonal bureaucratic atmosphere 
contributes to the salary of Safety Division that at times surrounds the office. 
personnel who will, undoubtedly, some day charge · If you live off:_cy.mpus, or if you are considering 
them more money, in the form of a ticket, because · living· off-campus sometime during your Ithaca 
they have parked in the Towers parking area College career, then you have something to 
overnight to visit a friend:·. a priviledge th!lt. every COl'l'.lplain about, as the possession of available 
upperclassman residing on campus can· enjoy, as far transportatiort will no longer be the luxury it is to 
as parking is concerned. the dorm re~ident but a necessary part of the 
Off-campus commuting students usually find off-campus resident's life. However, the institution 
themselves using their designated areas only of graduated parking rates, , and special car-pool 
during class hours and for this they are required to permits that would ease the overcrowded parking 
pay the same amount that dorm residents expend facilities on the campus, will never happen unless 
for their twenty-four hour needs. This is unfair and the concerned readers attempt to ~o something 
the alternative set forth by The Ithacan's editorial about it.. Last spring, the Safety division 
board last week seems to be a good one; the sponsored a meeting to _ air suggestions and 
institution of a graduated ra~e-table lowering the complaints and the graduated method was offered 
price of those special commuting stickers. Because by o~e student, but as he later revealed, the tone of 
the majority of off-campus residents use the the meeting was more of defense of existing 
parking lots for less than half the twenty-four policies rather than searching for viable 
hours and because they have only half the number alternatives. . 
of designated parking lots for their use that So go and talk with Safety Division personnel, 
upperclass dorm residents have. perhaps halfof the talk to the administration, talk to youn•epresenta-
$30 parking sticker would be a justifiable rate. It is tivP in Student Congress, write letters tot.he editor 
obvious that there simply are not enough p~king of this paper offering your own suggestions, find 
facilities in the Towers' and Terr~ces' r, .ll"king lots your own way of dealing with the problem, or 
to allow off-campus persons free_ run of an student ·continue to or plan to pay the $30 sticker price and 
parking areas so a, reduction in 'their sticker price swallow the injustices against you. I've found a 
for reduced parking privileges seems fair. solution to- the parking problem,--·--·----- which is 
The alternative that I wish to ·set forth -~ompletely satisfactory for as long as the weath..,r 
includes the introduction of a special sticker remains gentle - I simply don't_drive my car to 
available to those commuting- students wishing to campus. 
Harvey Wallb_g_nger' s Mistake 
To the Editor: "What's your problem, pig?" 
On September 1, 1_975, Har- replied Harvey. 
vey B. Wallbanger made a fatal Aftec a stunned silence, the 
mistake. It all started innocently decision .vas made to move him 
t•nough .. _ As a loyal Ithaca down to the Office. 
'college Student, he had eiltered "Move;.· said Captain 
the Ithaca College Bookstore in - America. 
searrh of knowledge (for a fee. ef -- -''No!"· said Harvey-. 
There the truth was eventu-
ally discovered. Harvey was 
released. . 
"Well, you win a few, lose a 
few:~ thought Captain America. 
"Harassed him- anyway,''. he 
mused. 
<·oursel. Alas! He brought a · As it must be o_bvious to all, A-situation very close to this 
hook in with him!..: So the saga · Harvey·s reply qualified him.as a one did actually occur at, Ithaca 
began... , dangerous criminal, capable of .College thL'- fall invohdng an I.C. 
Harvey ti:ied to leave with. a1,1ything. - He.was subsequen_t_Iy ·student.and Safety. "Ir is typical 
his hook .. Out of nowhere, four · ha',ldcuffed and dragged to Cap- .in-that"Iatt>ly the Safety'Division 
Green Bay. Packers (disguised as tain America's waiting Copter- and· the students seem to .have 
old ladies ·working for - the . mobile. Frorri the bookstore he been extr~mely distrustful and 
bookstore) tackled him. Whili was rushed , to the ~rnpus ·. obn9xiot1s ·ii, their~~alings\vith· 
they held him, in· came Captain headquarters of U.N.B.E.L.I.E.· each other. Lefboth sides'.soften 
America ldisgui~ed·· as . .an l:C:- -\'.._A.B.L.E((Unitfd )1let~ork of up a bit, and perhaps we-can get' 
Safet~~ Offil·er).. · .-' .: :. · · Bastards Ever Lurking _ln:Event along. better. · . ,.-..:_ . 
"What"~ ~·our pro'bieinr'j~e- - .0C,-:V~ry· Adver·se.';,Bfati1nt; and - - - - ' _::::. 
-_ _, ·- · : . . · ; __ -_ . - manrled ('.aptain America. -. - · -:." _,.,. .. Lec.he.rous Evm. > ,_ .-<;. · . . _ Iname.-~thht!_ld upon_re,u~stl.- _ 
·:~:~-L,:0:~~z:/:·~:·.\•.,:e ... x•:j . .-:~:.:~x<·>X•:.: ••• ~:.;.)l½~ll~-~~~~~4;;;}'),,4.~RWMit{':llY&!"QM~Yi~ ,,. .... -. ·,- .. -' .· •' y - - • ·: . ·.-:·::- •• 
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books outside;of the stoJ:e. , · ··.change 'value (price). - ~ ~ To The Editor.-
Aside from the once a 
semester hassle of buying books 
. .-Suppose· studeni A. ·leaves Who will make good that $'15 
$75 worth of books 1llld supplies · -loss to Student A? · ·, . ' 
,. at the Ithaca College Bookstore, 
the experience prompts a serious 
discussion of liability and insur-
ance. 
in that corridor which we all use I would like to see a reply, 
· for such deposition. by those addressed in this letter, 
Student·B, a smooth opera- in this paper for all to read. 
tor, picks up Student A's books To Student B, good luck if 
and supplies. He subsequently you are apprehended. It should 
desires to pass· on these books mean a fine or possibly suspen-
and supplies for a modest ex- sion from school. Mark Schwartz 
I am referring to the follow-
ing situations everyone entering 
the bookstore must leave al,l 
SW AP Becomes CHAOS 
By Paul Stern 
The College administration was outraged 
when it first heard of last years' SW AP program in 
Landon Hall. It put an immediate end to SW AP 
and it was rumored that the Board of Trustees was 
even considering the abolishment of co-ed dorms. 
Well now it seems as though the administra , 
tion is having , a change of heart - internally 
anyway. 
- I have learned that the College administration 
will shortly embark on it's own 'exchange 
program': Change His · Administrative Office 
Secretary - CHAOS. 
To get all the details of this plan I went to see 
the College Personnel Director, I.Q. Tester. Mr. 
Tester told me that for the past two years he has 
been flooded with requests from top-level 
administrators for a change of secretary. 
'It's not because .of poor work,' Tester 
explained, 'but they're getting tired of seeing the 
same face, every day, eight to nine hours a day, 
five days a week, all year 'round. Some of these 
men work overtime to avoid this exact situation 
with their wives. Now they're trapped no matter 
where they go.' 
'So you developed CHAOS?' I offe,·ed. 
'Yes. You see that,' Tester puinkd to a 
blackboard upon which was a diagram witl. several 
numbers and arrows. 'That is our flow-chart.' 
I looked, scratched my head and waited for 
Tester to continue. 
'Under CHAOS each male, Job Hall administra 
tor will have a different secretary every wee,. 
Starting next week .the secretaries will move, in a 
clockwise direction, to the next male administra 
tori.' office, for whom she will work for one full 
week. The following Monday they move one more 
office along, and so on until they return to their 
initial position. · Ii h?' 1 k d 'What does this plan accomp s as e 
dumbfounded. 
'Initially, each administrator will see a fresh 
face every week, which should-take him out of his 
rut and make him work with more enthusiasm. 
Secondly, they will be aware that each sevretary 
will, at some point, work for each of his peers, 
which should cause the male competitive instinct to 
take over.' 
'Show off you mean.' 
'Not really, it is just that each will attempt to 
impress each woman that he is the most diligent, 
hardest working, most competent administrator in 
the coll~ge.' . 
'Are you talking nominations for Oscars?' 
Tester did not seem amused. 
Something still bothered me. 'Won't this 
system actually slow up the work of the College?', I 
asked. 'For example, ·one secretary might take 
dictation for a letter, a second might end up typin!: 
it, while a third, who knows nothing about it might 
get the responding Jetter.' 
'Well of course there are still some flaws in the 
system. But the mosr important thing is it will 
keep all the top-level adminii::trators happy. And 
I've always said, 'a happy administrator is a good 
administrator," 
'So you're the one who's been saying that.' 
'By the way', I asked 'How do the secretaries 
feel about CHAOS?' 
'Well', Tester stuttered a moment, 'we haven't 
told them about it yet.' 
'You haven'.t told them' I was complete!y 
bamboozled at this point. 
'You see, we couldn't find a tactful way to 
explain it to them. So we decided to teli you and let 
it be published. We figured we'd iet the secretaries 
read about it first.' 
'Isn't that a complete miscarriage of both of 
our responsibilities.' 
'No', squirmed Tester, 'I had hoped you'd 
attribu~e the story to 'informed sources'.' 
~1roes Hose' 
Hi fashioned knee tars 
~ith colorfuH muRti=stripe<dJ 
tops&toes 
fForr every type of activity, colorful 
and warm knee hi's)hat feature bold 
multi-striped tops and toes. 1100% 
washable-acrylic in assorted colors·. 
One size stretches to fit 9 .. 1111. 
On.The Commons Pho~~ 21i~sooo 
EGBERT UNION PUB 
Welcomes Al~ 
~thaca CoHege Students 
toCampus · 
"THE BEST KEG PRICES ~N TOWNoooo 
GU·ARANT[E[ED RIGHT HERE AT THE 
I ·c . . . 0 . ,. .o PU 
• 
1/2 kegs, 1/4 keg~, cups, six packs, cases, jukebox, 
snacks, color TV(.hbo ), great atU'!losphere, wines beer 
-For more information Or to 
order a keg·call 274-3149 
-or X-3149.or see a Pub 
Manager· . ·· Come in and meet-your Puh manager~: \. BEAR SUE 
COLLEEN TED , . ENJO¥! 
. . . -·~ . 
'-*··----· ·---··· ..• 
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Cros~roads Provides 
Atmosphere and Talent 
The cost ·of .recreatfon and relaxation is a prir.e 
that most of us have to cope with reluctantly these 
days. 'l'oo often, the money spent fol" the 
entertainment received-is out of proportion. The 
distance one might travel-.to a show also adds to the 
cost of being entertained. There is a place on 
campus, however, that is within walking distance 
and is free of charge. This place is the Crossroads, 
located in the Student Union. 
Upon entering the Crossroads, one is greeted 
by a romantic and informal atmosnhere. A do1.en 
mattresses, scattered on the ·noor, and the 
candle-lit room truly enhance the mood. 
Traditionally, folk music has been the dominant 
form of entertainment. This year, however, Jim 
Ohm, chairperson of the Crossr9ads, wants to 
change that. He states that "The Crossroads will 
strive for a higher quality and more diverse form of 
entertainment. We are looking into jazz and rock 
bands this year, along with good folk and country 
sounds. I would like t~ see the Crossroads become .., 
a happy alternative to clubs · charging $4 to $5 
dollars." In addition to the new performers, there 
is a new sound system at the Crossroads. Ohm 
says, '"Last year, thP speakers were cracking and 
the wire~ were snapping; the entire system was 
mutating. This new one, however, gives us a t.ruly 
professional sound <~ uality." 
The Crossroads Committee has heen promo-
ting an "E'Cpress Your Talent" campaign: so far; 
the response has hcen good. Ohm fetils that there 
is a "wealth of talent on campus and in the local 
area.·· The purpose or the campaign is to :,.rive the 
unknowns a chance to play and be recognized. Ohtn 
clairr,s that, "Despite a limited budget we can 
present good talent because the people are in,;o 
music, not mont:y." Two notable shows arf' 
scheduled within the next two weeks. Tomorrc,v., 
night (Friday)· at !-l p.m., a jazz-rock band from 
Pennsylvania calleu "Rema" will be performing 
Then, next Frida)' (Sept. 26/ at the same time, 
another show will feature Glen Myer~. a special 
guest from Texas. There will be frer- drmks ·and 
cheese with crackers for this show. 
Ohm woulrl eventually like to get a mixed 
drink bar in the Crossroads;- he says, "There's 
nothing like an alcoholic elixir to lure· the fo:ks 
in,-ide." Shows at the Crossroads are pre,;ented on 
Fnday and St,nciay nights. 
Gil~.s_cott.-..H.er.on·., 
Comi1Uf ro'uniCOtn 
By Carol Downs and Josh Goldman 
A unique experience in music can be expected 
when Gil Scott-Heron, renowned progressive jazz 
singer, comes to The Unicorn on East State· Street 
this Monday, September 22. The poet-writer-mus-
ician will give two performances beginning at 8 and 
11 p.m. 
Scott-Heron, primarily a vocalist and lyricist, 
is aware of the µiany problems that face blacks in 
' America today; he injects subtle political state-
ments into his songs. Several of them are: "The 
Revolution Will Not Be Televised'\ "The Bottle", 
and "Save the Children". . , 
Brian Jackson and The Midnight Band will 
serve their usual function as Scott-Heron's back-up 
group. Jackson serves as pianist and lyricist for 
the featured artist, while -the Band consists of 
several very accomplished mu~icians. 
Though the tempo of Gil Scott-Heron's songs 
vary, each number deals with some aspect of life. 
A concert by this versatile performer ·is an 
educational and an entertaining experience. 
MOVIES 
IN ITHACA_ 
lthaca--Jaws (PG): If it terrorizes the folks of 
Amity Island much longer, this shark just might 
develop underbite. 7:00, 9:15 p.m. 
Cinema--The Four Musketeers (PG): D'Artagnan 
(Michael York) finally makes the grade in this 
all-star sequel to last year's Three Musketeers. 
7:15, 9:15 p.m. 
State--Beyond The Door(R): Last week, Linda 
Blair was possessed; in this one, it's Juliet Mills. 
What would the Professor say to this Nanny? 7:00, 
9:00 p.m. 
Temple--Love and Death (PG): Not only does 
Woody Allen try to assassinate Napoleon, but he 
also has to eat a bowl of cooked sleet. Yummy, eh? 
7:30, 9:30 p.m. 
ld.l~a-fJiOks~--
. By Jay Bobbin 
Kurt Vonnegut Jr. has been a revered novelist ·-
for many years. One ~f his m~re popular tales, 
Happy Birthday, Wanda June, is the story of-two 
men who have been. lost in a tropical· jungle for 
many years. One man is a t.ough chauvinist, the 
other a timid ·weakling. The stronger-of the two 
(portrayed in the film version by Rod Steiger), 
upon his return to civilization, finds his wife 
(Susannah York) remarried •.. and he disapproves, 
as might be anticipated. The title is derived from 
the insc-:iption on a oi.. thday ..:alee purch ~ed for 
Steiger by Miss York. 'l'he entire plot is a bit more 
involved than this; Mark Robson's film also stars 
.Don Murray .an<i George Grizzard. . 
This weekend, you can once again witri"ess the 
greatest swindle on film - performed_by the two 
most charming con artists you can imagine. They· 
are none other than Paul N!:!wman and Robert 
Redford, and the film is The· Sting. (You couldn't 
tell, right'?) Since . almost everyone knQws the 
outcome of this game of cheat-and-be-cheated, the-
real fun_ lies in the painstaking set-up of the con 
, game. It· is very cleverly conceived by 
Oscar-winning screenwriter David S. Ward, whose 
story also-won six other Academy Awards. ·An 
excellent supporting , cast backs Newman and 
Redford, including Robert Shaw - in his pre-Jaws 
days - as the target of our "heroes". The Sting, set 
primarily in the-Chicago of the 1930's, conjures up a 
great deal of nostalgia, partially through its usagp 
of Saturday Evening Post - like title cards to divide 
the segments of. the movie. (Notice how the old 
Universal Pictures trademark at the very 
beginning gets you into that nostalgic frame. of · 
mind.) 
Direi:tor George Roy Hill really puts it all 
together in this incredibly entertaining film; of 
course, there's always the foot-tapping' music by 
Marvin Hamlisch_-oops - make that Scott Joplin. If 
you haven't yet seen The Sting, try it. You11 
definitely like it. · 
This Weekend's Guide 
Happy Birthday, Wanda June, Thursday at 9:30 
p.m., Friday at 7 and 9:30; 50 cents; 
The Sting, Saturday and Sunday at 7 and 9:30 
p.m.; 75 cents. 
Next Week's Coming Attractions 
Thurs. and Fri.: Robert Altman's Brewster 
McCloud, the _story of a boy who wants to fly inside 
the Houston Astrodome. 
Sat. and Sun.: A Marx Brothers classic, Animal 
Crackers- and George Fenneman is not in it. 
.,., 
.. , .. 
HEARBOMBERSF001"BALL ONWICB!!!!!! 
SEPTEMBER 20 
. . 
ALBANY AM&FM- 1:00 
-
: SEPTEMBER 2i/ CORTLAND FM' 12:30 
OCTOBER-4 ALFRED· AM&FM -1:30 
-
OCTOBER ii SPRINGFIELD AM·&·FM 1:30 
.OCT0BER18 WILKES FM 1:30 
: .. NOVEMBER·il -HOB.ART FM:= 12:30 
NOVEMBERS RIT FM- 12:30 
SPONSORED.BY 
GAF PRINT EXPRESS SMITH-BEVERAGE, 
_- ITHACA GUN 
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The following musical events are scheduled at 
Ford Hallthis week: . 
Saturday, 2 p.m .. : Viola Recital by students 
of Jennie Hansen. 
Saturday, 4 p.m.: Junior Recital--Stephen 
Gottesman, pianist. 
Saturday, 8:15·p.m.: Senior Recital--~tuart 
Lieberman, guitarist. .. · 
-
·w1CB-AM6l 
WICB-AM 61 WEEKDAY SCHEDULE 
Monday-6 to 10 pm: "Professor Pearce" 
- 10 pm to 1 am: Steve Buis 
1 am to 2 am: Trax 
Tuesday-6 to 10 pm: Marc Wollin 
·. 10 pm to 2 am: Rob Eldridge 
·, 
W~esday-6 to 10 pm:-John Measell 
-10 pm to 2 am: Scott Lancey 
Thursday-6 to 10 pm: . Jay Bobbin 
IO _plll. to 1 am: "The Turk" 
1 to 2 am: Trax. 
Friday-6 to 10 pm: Randy Riley's "Vibes of Soul" 
10 pm to 2 am: Brad Kahn 
"TRAX" 
WICB-AM 61 presents ''Trax", a program 
spotlighting new albums of special merit, · each 
Monday and Thursday at 1 a.m. Host Mai::tY Gould 
raps with another WICB-AM 61 personality about 
the featured 'group on each show. Tomght, 
(Thursday) Marty and guest co-host Scott Lancey 
will play and discuss the new Marshall Tucker Band 
album "Searchin' For a Rainbow." The Allman 
Broth;rs Band's "Win, Lose or Draw" WILL BE 
HEARD ON Monday's show. ''Trax" always gives 
listeners the best possible preview of new albums 
played in their entirety. 
u:f:fCLASSIFIEDS 
unc1~smed Adi are now being broadcast on 
WICB-AM 61. ';{'his free-of-eharge service can be 
used for advertising rides, giveaways, trades, and 
wanted items. Anything that isn't for sale qualifies 
as an Unclassified Ad. The mailing address is:( 
Unclassified Ads, WICB-AM, South Hill Broadcast. 
Center', Ithaca College. (If you mark the envelope 
Intra-Campus, it isn't necessary to use a stamp.) 
Unclassified Ads are an exclusive service to the 
I.C. community from WICB-AM 61. 
"OLDIES, INCORPORATED" 
This Sunday,on "Oldies, Incorpor~~d," host 
Jay Bobbin will feature movie and telev1S1on theme 
son·gs. The second portion of the show will present 
the hit tunes of the Carpenters. J.C. students are 
invited to phone in their requests at x3216 or 
274-3216.- '"Oldies, Incorporated" is heard every 
Sunday from_ 4 to.7 p.m. on WICB-M_{ ~1. 
.wrce2rv 
THE FOLLOWING IS THE"WICB-TV BROAD-
CASTSCHEDULEFORSUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 
.21, 1975... / 
7 :00 NEWS SCENE- Local and national news 
with 'Nick Drinker and· Jeff Scheidecker, and 
· Sports reported by Frank Cuce. 
7:30 VICTORY AT S!~--A history of the Navy's 
involvement in World War II. 
8:00 FREEZE FRAME--Dick Smith begins a 
series on how to make a movie. 
8:30 ROAD SONG-·A drama about a waitress in a 
roadside restaurant, and her decisions about her 
future. 
9:30 BE'M'ER NEVER--Part 2: Foster parents 
are found for Claude and Lucy. Then, Lucy's father . 
calls to find out what's happening between her and 
Claude. 
10:00 NEWS SCENE-- A wrap-up of local and 
national news. 
10:15 WICB-TV PREVIEW 
WICB-=···-f M91 
Each Sunday from 10 to 2, 91 ICB presents 
"Comin' From AD Ends", ,with Host Annette 
Larrier, your guide through the universe of music. 
Annette offers a varied range in music ... going from 
jazz and soul, through Latin and Disco music. 
Throughout each show, Ms. ~er also gi_v~s 
background.information on the artist and the ro1gm 
of the particular selection played. Third world 
news of local and national significance is presented · 
during each show. Esperience such talented artist 
as Hubert Laws, Jean-Luc Ponty, Tavares, and the 
Ohio Players, on "Co~' From'All _Ends", Sundays 
on 91 ICB. 
WICB Follows The Bombers 
Hot on the trail after their first win of the new 
football season, the Ithaca College Bombers will be 
traveling to Albany· to play against Albany State 
College. WICB AM and FM" will be carrying live 
coberage of the game beginning with a pre-game 
show at 1:00 p.m. Sportscasters Pat Principe and 
Nick Drinker will be on hand to call the 
pley-by-play as the Bombers try for their second 
win of the season. Be sure to tune to WI CB-AM 61 
or WICB-FM 91 for Bombers football this Saturday 
at 1:00. 
AND NOW FOR SOMETHING COMPLETJ 
FUNNY ... 
What happens when you combine the min< 
Fred Raker, Steve Garfinkel and Dave Miller? 
You get Total. Harmonie Distortion, a comple 
original radio program soon to be broadcast 
WICB-FM 91. This show has nothing to do with 
Dew-ey Decimal System or the New York Telep! 
Company 
. ~~·. AllanFunt 
~· ~ Gil Eagles 
lnterestecl in planning and running ~hese 
. -
and· other_ activities? Organazational 
meetin9 of . _SAB's Weekly Activities 
Committee • TONIGHT 
- . 
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 18 
East:TowerLobby 8PM·. 
-CAN'T MAKE THE MEETING BUT INTERESTED 
. C~NT~C,T HOWARD JJLOOIWf X-765 
., ' . -
, •• ,J:., 
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Film-Overview 
Sequels: Isn't Once I.enough? 
By Jay Bobbin 
lt seems that, as of late, film producers are 
following _the implication of Jacqueline Susann's 
novel Once is Not Enough. They are making this 
quite obvious by financing sequels and more 
sequels to hit films from years ago. The number of 
"new" films which are actually successors to other 
movies is steadily on the increase; many of the past 
year's releases have been sequels. 
In case you don't agree with this observation, 
take a look at this sampling of titles (all released in 
the last twelve months): Airport 1975, The.Trial of 
Billy Jack, The Godfather Part II, Funny Lady, 
French Connection fl, Wolking Tall Part II, 
Cleopat!'4 Jones and the Casino of Gold, and The 
Man With The Golden Gun (which can be 
considered a sequel in the long chain of James Bond 
films). 
Two 1975 sequels waited quite a while to be 
made. Peter Sellers first appeared as Inspector 
Clouseau in 1963's The Pink Panther and returned 
a year later in A Shot in the Dark. There was an 
eleven-year gap between that and this year's 
Return of the Pink Panther', which was among this 
summer's highest-grossers. By the same token, 
Paul Newman. made a private-eye film entitled 
Harper in 1966; this year, Newman recreated the 
role in The Drowning Pool. 
There are quite a few sequels being planned 
for the near future. The most prominent, recently 
announced by Warner Bros:, is 'fhe Exorcist, Part 
II. Everyone's favorite victim of demonic 
possession, Linda Blair, will return in the role of 
Regan MacNeil. Press releases state that she 
won't undergo another attack from Satan: 
however, she'll be a high-school senior this time, 
and if you thought your high school was full of the 
Devil... 
Continuations are also being planned for The 
Sting, The Poseidon Adventure and Chinatown. 
All of thPse films were enormous boxoffice 
successes. If you are wondering whether the 
tradition of sequels will hold up for this year"s 
biggest breadwinner, wonder no more: Universal 
has announced its intention to film - are you ready 
for this'! - Jaws II. And also because of the 
boxoffice draw of sharks, other denizens of the 
deep will have their·day. One major company is 
reportedly filming a movie ~bout a psychopath who 
goes around dumping schools of pirhana fish into 
the backyard swimming pools of wealthy famili~s. 
Admitteilfy, 'some sequefs '"have had· qiiality 
equal to that of the films that inspired them. 
HowevPr, this trend will hopefully we;1r it.self out 
soon; other.wise, before we know it, Pvery "new 
and original" film we pay for will actually have its 
roots in another movie. After all, who will really 
want to see Birth of a Nation, Part II? 
Since .1919 
The-Finest in food 
and Cockt_~Us 
• •••• 
"Oll1HE•LL 
n·saLWAYS 
THEmGIED 
.GRILL" 
• 
O;ellheryclay 
11 :00 A.Mo -. 
to l:OOA.11. 
CARRY-OUT SERVICE 
.NEXT DOOR--PH()NE 273-1241 
' .... ,, 
'J'!'~ : 
,, 
e:m~iJdi~~ ~~~renitfe~ :arfMg, .. ~ s 
Lost and Found 
Two cameras and a sum of 
money have been found by 
Safety and Security. 
One of the cameras was 
found at the beginning of Spring 
Vacation last year on a loading 
dock. The other camera was 
found approximately at the same 
time at 2 Fountain Place. 
The money was found in a 
stairwell around May 4th. 
The~e items are still in 
Safety's possession and may be 
obtained by adequate 
identification. 
Thursday, !I/ 18 
',ll!l!'h 
Appeliz(•rs 
Salad:-. 
Pizza 
B<·d Ca~st-role 
Philly Ddi 
Melon Cold Plate 
Make Your Own Sandwich 
Har 
[)pssrrts 
Dinnl'r 
Appetizer-; 
Salad:-. 
V !'al Parmesan 
r lahy Reef Liver 
Beef Stroganoff 
D1·~~1·rts 
Friday, 9/19 
I.un1·h 
/1. ppl'ti:t.ers 
Salads 
llamhurgn l11•ro 
Sh(•ph••rd'~ Pie 
To~:-.l'cl Tuna Salad Plate 
1 loag-i!' Sandwich 
lkss1•rl.s 
,> --! ' :~ . ~\. / ~4 
When,} 67'.Year-old ·shri Ni rib jti~ Ji~st time ,in hjsto~f th~~r.~~ I 
cnsra took over the rule ·of hfs · was called on account of the 
African country .upon the death game. 
of his father, King Nimensra, his - ------------
official reign was cut short by the H~u~ f;r re~t. 14.··mnes from 
populace after only two weeks. Ithaca._ Usable barn ... 2 and a 
It seems the prince had an half acre9 of land. A half anile off 
extreme fondness for animals, route 96. Old farmhouse in good 
and ordered that all animals condition. 2 bathrooms, . 3 . 
must be set free and be allowed bedrooms, oil fired furnace with 
to wander wherever they please. steam'radiators, Rent for year. 
. Things apparently got out of $175 monthly, but that is fiex-
hand and his subjects forced ibJe. Call f607J 532-4871. After 
Prince Nimensra to abdicate the Saturday. call 1207J 583-4573. 
throne in thirteen days. This was 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Country Fried Steak 
Fried Fish 
Stuffed Cabbage 
Salad Bar 
Desserts 
Saturday, 9/20 
Lunch 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Hamburger or Beef Patty 
French Toast 
Ravioli 
Ham and Swiss on Rye 
Desserts 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
8alads 
Charcoal Broiled Steak 
Turhot Stuffed with Crab-
nwat 
Chicken in a Basket 
Ocsserts 
Sunday, 9/21 
Brunch 
Scrambled Eggs 
French Dip Waffles 
Fried Eggs 
Sausage 
Cold Cut Tray 
Cheese 
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion 
Tray 
Bagels 
Cream Cheese 
Lox 
Fruit Salad 
Dinner 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Roast Turkey-Dressing, 
Gravy, Cranberry Sauce 
Spaghetti and Meatballs 
Polish Sausage with Sauer-
kraut 
Desserts 
Monday, 9/22 
Lunrh 
Appetizers 
Salads 
Hot Dog on Bun, German 
ARNOLD PRINTING 
Potato Salad 
Chili 
Julienne Salad Plate 
Tuna Hoagie 
Desserts CORPORATION 
Dinner· 
• -.! r {!: ~ '"T' ':t' • ,,..., 
.- :;,,~W~· 
c• 
€:1.assified ads are free ior the Ithaca College 
-community and must be submitted in writing to our 
of/tee by 4 pm Tuesday. Cl.assifieds are $2.00 per. 
thirty words per insertion for all others. 
Dear Vic, 
Bow does George like Herman? 
For your benefit, I sure hope 
they get it together! 
Fuzz 
Bob Geller: 
You ol' chicken sh--, you. I 
mis~ r~u already. 
YourRoomie 
To All Members 0( The Cast: dear ebner 
Missed you lots last night, you seem to have a case ~f 
but guess there are blender , mistaken identity. go to bed and 
things to do than hang 8l'Olllld. rest your head. · 
My offer still stands, () Nimble mo 
One. 
Frank Lewis 
1 pair of Lafayette 8 ohtus "Au 
Supeneion" speakers. Excellent . 
condition. 1 month old. {$45] 
Call 272-9572. Ask for Gina. 
For Sale! 
Guild D-35 Acoustic Guitar. Call 
Brad 277-3145. · 
I doubt it will work- but, will the 
person who picked up my As· 
tronomy , book and notebo(,k 
under couch in West Tower 
please call Bill at x786 rm 2108. 
No questions asked. · 
HAPPY BffiTHDAY SUE! 
Think positively and we can 
make this the greatest year ever. 
With you as my roommate. 
how can I lose? 
Love always, B. 
Happy 10th to the Connecticut 
Yankee and the Swede.· 
Love, C-Ester 
Dear Cathy in T313, 
Keep the furnace blazing; 
New train load coming in. 
Hitler 
Clarence-
Alright, why don't you come 
to visit again. At least call some 
night 0.K.? . 
Love, Bunny 
Dear Mo, 
·How about raising our wager .10 
cents. Are you game???!! 
Ebner 
ATIENTIONt Does anybody 
want a room in the Terraces. I 
want out! Lower quad residents 
need not apply. Call ~ at x786 
rm 2108. Leave message. 
LOST - Ring, silver with four 
turqoise stones. Reward of $25. 
Ring cost $10, but of.great value 
to me. Please return, no 
questions. Call Bruce, 277-0055. 
Linda and Shelly, 
The minute we walked in the 
place - we had to cut if off. -
The infamous Axer 
FORALL YOUR 
PRINTING NEEDS 
LETTEReRESS & OFFSET 
Appetizers Dear Deb, Jo, Jon, and Vinny, 
Salads . So glad you're all back. 
Working Mother Going Ape -
Rare white baby albino chimpan-
zee for the asking. Excellent 
companion, very friendly, ex-
tremely clean, house trained and 
great at parties. Only looking for 
suitable home, preferrahly with 
someone . who loves animals. 
Must part with as soon as 
posS1'ble since work hours and 
children prevent from giving him 
proper care. 
Grilled Chopped Steak Lov, CR 
Eggplant Parmesan 
Baked Ham with Raisin . SAXAPHONIST with 9 years 
experience seeks working band. 
Can play Rock, Jazz, Soul or 
Blues. Call Mike at x773 or 
273-9711. 
( 607) 272-7800 416 East S1ote St 
th ca N.Y. 
Sauce 
Desserts 
Ice Cream Excursion 
SruoENT Qov·1 OFFICE 
PRESENTS A DOUBLE FEATURE 
And 
.. 
By The Budget Committee 
All hudget requests must be clear and detailed. The deadline is 
Friday, St•ptember 26, 1975, at 5:00 p.m. Those Clubs or 
organizations !?Peking recc.., r ition and requesting funds must also 
:,ubmit a ('onstitution by that date. Recognition alone can be done 
throughou' the year. 
A VACANCY· 
By The Election Committee 
I , 
Nominations for the o,ffice of V.P. OF Business'and Finance of the .' 
.Student gov't. will close Tuesday September 23, 1975 at 5:00 p.m.' .. 
There will. be a required meeting of all candidate's at that time. 
Electi.ons will be held Tuesday .eve_ning at the STudent ~ngress . -.. 
meeting. · 
.. 
. ' 
•, ~ • 'S ' •, ,- ,.. •A """ • .. ' 
ToJ.L., 
Maybe when you reach 
puberty you'll be tall enough to 
reach the cabinets. Yours truly, 
Alfredo Vetachini 
MEDITATORS: You are needed 
to help out· in documentary oil 
Transcendental Meditation. If 
interested, call Mike at x773 or 
273-9'111. 
What is reality? What is 
subjectivity - what is truth - for 
the answers to these and other 
intriging' dilemas- contact Mo 
Rm. 301 Landon Hall 
Inquire at 130 Coddington Rd. or 
call 272-8043 (ask for Mary]. 
Wanted: State and/or Musical 
Director for 1976 summer pro-
duction of Gilbert and Sullivan's 
The Gondoliers; to be staged in 
Binghamton August 6,7,8,13,14, 
and 15, by the SUDllller Savo-
yards. -Please send .resume to 
Summer Savoyards, - PO 486, 
Binghamton, N.Y: 13902. Please 
include puoae no. 
Dear Mo, 
Save your· tears : mono really 
isn't contagious. 
Elmer 
John. 
rm so happy with you! 
babe 
MAYERS Sr.,OKE SHOP. 
foot of aurora SL hil 
All:_Smolcer's Supplies 
'Paperbound Books 
Pipe· Repairs 
Magazines 
Newspapers_ 
... 
'\ 
'1 
' '.' : ~.,: : •;,'': •: , ~""' ~. • , , • I: ~r,:J:: I~ '';' ~ I~ ·1 !,1 •' ,• , : '' { , ,', , ' • • , , , ,'•' '.' ~/ \,., ', ~·.- ~: ,.• 1' ',' ', .. ··,., .... 
·:. :sc.o:ttu·~llana: '·:· ' '. ·,., . :·· . ' ... ~. 
·- ··~ ·, ··., -,-: •... · -- <iJ;Jffoo ~a~y "Damn Steps" 
' . 
by Fred Raker -
Four years ago, at the end of 
his Junior year. in high schOQl, 
Scott Holland and a group of his : 
friends· went for a rid1falong a 
country road.· · Nothing- was 
really unusual about that evel!-
ing; at ~east that was th,e way it 
start,ed. Before the night was 
through, their car and a pick-up 
truck had collided. Scott was left ·· · 
"Safety picks me up," he ex-
plained, "and takes me there. 
When my class is over they're 
waiting there to bring me to my 
next class." Scott can drive but 
feels it would be too much of a 
. hassle to do it that way. Friends 
from the dorm usually assist him 
when he goes to his other 
classes. · 
working condition." 
Scott is fortunate to have a 
roommate such as Bob. He also 
feels that he has "lucked out" in 
other respects: Reflecting on 
last year, he said, "I had a r1--ally 
good time. S'>me of the ,::uys 
were a little rowdy but all in all it 
was fun. I didn't get too much 
work done, however ... " Srott 
has found this year to bt: 
somewhat quieter although he 
still enjoys it. · "The dorm is 
really great and I'm very happy." 
The hospital administration 
program is what attracted Scott 
to LC. It's a good program and 
one he enjoys greatly. However. 
with graduation only fiftel n 
months away, he's not sure (who 
is'?) about what he will be doing. 
"If a job opens up, great. If not, 
maybe I'll go to grad srhool." 
-,\Paralyzed from the waist down. 
~ Scott ls a second semester-
Junii>Mn~-Administration of 
Allied Health· Services depart-
ment. He came to Ithaca College 
last · spring after spending one . 
year at · Montalto College {a 
branch of Penn State) and two 
and one-haif years at Corning 
Community College in Corning, 
N.Y., his home town. 
Being confined to a wheel- Scott Holland in front of Lyon Hall 
Maybe it was a coincidence, 
but it seems that fate had to have 
play~d a vital part in the 
selection of Scott's roommate. 
His name is Bob Catalano. He's a 
Junior transfer from Keystone 
College. He's also a Physical 
Therapy_ major; and every Mon-
day, Wednesday and Friday, Bob 
i!:1 afforded the opportunity to 
practice what he studies as he 
massages and stretches Scott's 
legs. Bob commented that 
"because his leg muscles are 
never used, they need to be 
stretched and loosened up." 
Scott added, "It's similar to 
when vou have a broken arm and 
it tak;s a while to get it back into 
Concerning the "chool anc 
its physical attributes, Scott . 
really hasn't encountered an) 
problems. His only true gripe is: 
. chair might seem to be a· .. 
deterrent to on~s ability to 
manuever around ·the campus, 
but Scott doesn't feel that way: 
"It's not a real problem_. The kids 
_One_ Million Annally: 
in the dorm {Lyon Hall) . are 
great ... arid everyone on campus 
is really helpful: I just yell and 
someone will come by and lend a 
hand. I've never been refused." 
Scott has a course in the 
West Tower. Now, how does he 
get up there? Good question. 
"There are too mar.:,· d.imn 
st\•ps" 
U.S. Gov·ernment Offers Help For Runaways Everything' S G Bloomin' 
. atlhe 
, by Diane Spiotta 
The FBr estimates that one 
million persons run away each 
year. Th·e Department of 
H:~?Jth, Edu~tion. ant! Welfare, 
Youth Division, rieciderl tu do 
something about it. A year and a 
half ago they started accepting · 
proposals from organizations a-
cross the country f.Qr the be!!t 
ty.pe oj aid that could be '?ffered 
the. runaways. . 
. . ~. ,,,._ 
Me~Help-
Metro-Help, a Chicago -
based volunteer "hotline"s pro-
posal was accepted ·and given a· 
$150,000 U;S. Grant. Although 
there are a few paid personnel, 
that money is mostly used to pay 
for their watts line, a toll free 
number giving anyone in the 
. continental United States access 
to their service. This relatively 
young and not ·overly publicized. 
confidential service for runaways 
gets 1500 to 2000 calls per 
month. mostly from females,-
16-17 years old. That's not much 
considering thE! Fa! esti~ate. 
An Air Eorcewayto· 
give more value to 
your college life and . 
college diploma. 
• Scholarships 
• $100 a month ta~·tr'ee 
allowance 
o F!Ylng Instruction _ 
• An Air Force commission 
· • A responsible ·job in a 
challenging- field, navlga• 
tion ••.• missiles.-.• 
sciences ••• engineering ' 
• Graduate·degree 
. -programs: -- . - - " 
~:Good pay •.. ,regular 
·pro1J1otions •• _. many 
tanglble benefits 
•Travel: . 
By dialing 800-621-4000 any-
. where in the continental United 
States, one can be put in touch 
with any of 80 National Runawa_y 
Switchboard Volunteers. Tl:ie 
volunteers participate in a month 
long training session after going 
through an int~mse ~creening 
·- . ---~ ' --- ,.,..,, ... process .. (One .out 01 t:v'.;.rJ !t,.,,. 
applicants-is accepted.) 
- Toll Free Referrals . 
·Tire National- Runaway 
Switchboard has a file of 2000 
which the Runaway Switchboard that of referring the runaway to 
can utilize. They will relay a place where he can receive 
messages to parents within 24 whatever aid he needs, be it 
hours or receiving them. If the legal, medical, physical, emo-
caller wishes, he may call back tional or environmental. 
for his parents reply to that Calling 800-621-4000 (or . 
message. A conference call call!ng the special oper~tor and 
between the runaway and his . askmg her to_ put you m tou<;h 
i;-arents can also be arranged. at . with them_) _wtll place. anrone 1_i:i ,. 
' -----~ _,,.,:i::1 n~ .,1,,. contact w1ti, the National Run-
the runaway:,, '1','fUVv~·; V!' ~l},_Vy : ' ' - ~--~rti,·-~.,,.A 'Mti<; ic: one 
can be referred to counselors, away .,_wu., .. !.::::.:! ,.,. ,. ... _ - -- \ 
however the Switchboard is not expenditure the U.S. Govern- f 
itself a c~unseling service. The ment has been·commended for. 
Booksale Gallery 
103W. SIAlESl. 
PLANT PRINTS 
MAXFIRD PARRISH 
KAYIIBSON 
l9 · ARJHUI RACKHAM 
It's tiae to replant '. f 
yoarwallsi 1 ax::.z; 
_ organizations and individuals 
from across th~· cowitry to whom . ' 
they can refer th~ caller for legal, 
.or medical aid, or food, clothing 
s~~:~~iii IB ~o~~-~~ .. ~~. -1~SF~:E~:~t~~r 0~; n~~~U~T,~, 
· . E'i! The Best of Coffee J 
or housing. The 800 number 'is 
toll free and the referrals are all 
to centers set-up· fo aid run-
aways, not to bust them or send 
them home. Of course, in order 
to refer the caller to the nearest 
-organization or individual, the 
volunteers will have to ask for 
their Iocatio·n but all information 
the caller provides is held in 
strict confidence-. 
Messages Relayed 
roceries lcegs ~~ in Town 
.supplies ice MIStar 209 SOUTH MEADOW 
NITED CIGAR Donut, and the VILLAGE -~REEN 
oPEN oAiLv OP.EN 24 HOURS at COMMUNITY CORNf:R 8 A.M. TO 1,0 P.M. 
FT~ E 
SHIOE 
FTS 
Fontana's has boots that 
fit. Boots -that fit your 
needs and your budget. 
Whether you need tough 
-hiking boots or high 
·fashion walking boots, 
you'll find_ something that 
fits your style at 
· Fontana's. Choose from 
Frye, Dunham, or 
Pedwin ... the best! Forr 
keeping your boots in 
shape with saddle soap or 
polish, or for any repair 
wort<, f ontana's will keep 
· -your boots fit as well. If · 
you wan~ the best it's only 
fitting that you stop in to 
-Fontana;s. [IT'S PROBAB'-V F.RONl_t 
. . · :~ i=O~TA~~;S] - .. 
40_1._ i:d,dy ,~tr~t ~l'.egeT~wn· 272-20a() . ., 
.. FORTA.NA:S-.. 
. a:...;;......;.,...;;~;..;....:~....,...;;;:;:::~~;...,.;.'""";.;..:;;.;.;....~..;;;:.;.,~~r1~.~1_.11..,\!·;,..~ -~·.;.'/.,..,::~: •. t:".•~~-~;,,.:.:,.,;;.c;.:~:.L.,..;.~.~----···......,~·-·-~~-~"'·'····:--~=~--- .. ,:. , 
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BOMBERS BLAST-
THE SAINTS 30- 6 
by John K. Murphy The Ithacans played a well coached, ball controlled game 
and nearly scored every . time 
In watching the Ithaca Col- they received possession of the 
lege Bombers on the way to an ball in the .first half. 
impressive, 30-6, open~g game They also unleased a power-
victory against St. Lawrence ful rushing attack, and accumu-
Saturday, you would have to lated over 300 yard total offense 
believe that they could repeat Lo explode to a 23-0 lead by 
another undefeated season. · halftime. ' 
The Bombers last season· The total offense rush came 
won 10 games and the Lambert to 385 yards and passing yards 
Bowl before bowing in the 480. Quarterback Jerry Boyes 
Alonzo Stagg bowl to Centr:11 of along with running backs Dave 
Iowa, 10-8, for the National -Pitzer and Alan Howell amassed 
Championship. _ a whooping 342 yards on the 
~~~~~---••••••11111 _________ _,m:::z::::;.:a:c.::::::ai:::=:l:!m=, ground in just 37 attempts. Th~ 
trio also accounted for all four 
touchdowns, with Jerry Boyes 
collecting three. 
Senior Split-end- Bill Bryant 
snared two passes for 24 yards to 
become the first player in Ithaca 
College football history to gain 
over 1,000 yards on receptions. 
With the exceptio_n of soph-
omore defensive back Kelvin 
Policay who broke his leg and 
will be out for the season, the 
South hill gang seems prepared 
for a rough contest with Albany 
State this Saturday. The game 
will be broadcast on. WICB 
FM-91 at 1:00 pm from Univer- , 
sity field. ·at . the Albany State 
campus. $100 
a month 
. - -- . 
tror a few good college merm 
LC. C1rewShells 
To Wells .. 
$i•.id for each mon~h oi the schooi'year. It's i.Ke .1 
$900 9-!l~1µc1J schoit1rship: !: ytu qua1it9, y,,:.rcan 
earn it c1s a m'einber of the Marine <;:orps • ?;.-..toon 
Leaders Cli:lss. 
You'll also be earning a Marine officer's com-
mission through PLC summer training at 
Qu,·11~: ico, Virginia. 
T .. lk to the Marine officer who visits your Ric eMarines 
are looking for 
a few good men 
17 & 18 September 1975 
9AM to3PM 
Lobby of the Student Union 
d store t rthe Recor er Basemen 
103 west rro: , . 
Ithaca Coll~g 
By Marcie A. Gorman 
Some memb€irs of the Ithaca 
College Crew team .and a ··!ffi!lill 
-·r.:J~b2r ui · ciesperate men· will 
attempt, for the third time, a 50 
mile excursion to Wells this 
Saturday over Lake Cayuga. 
Their first try last year 
brought them only six miles off 
shore to Crowbar Point. Their 
second venture took them twen-
ty-two until they were forced to 
- stop rowing· because of·the three 
foot swells which developed on 
the lake. 
Saturday September 20, 
these determined Ithaca College 
men will be set.ting off at 7:30 am 
with two boats and a motor 
launch carrying coach Bob Tall-
man and Fat Sam Milgrim. 
The women of J.C. wonder 
why these men must row to 
Wells; what will it prove? John 
Romaine, the organizer of this 
expedition exclaimed, "It's some-
thing Cornell hasn't done." 
(Maybe they never felt the 
need?). 
John explained that in order 
to do this successfully, the lake 
must be smooth or else they will 
not be able to launch. 
During the course of their 
pilgrimage, the men will stop 
ttvery hour for a brief rest. H 
they should over exert them-
selves, they won't make it. So 
it's important that they pace 
themselves. 
All the men who have 
eagerly volunteered · for this 
excursion are experienced oars-
men. I hope .that they're 
experienced with Wells College 
also. Good luck. 
be 
glad 
in the 
Lord 
: ., FIRST BAPTIST 
in DeWitt P~rk 
. '· 
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Alban,: Looks Good 
This Saturday at 1 pm on the 
University field in Albany, New 
York, there will be a super 
football game hosted for the I.C. 
Bombers. 
The game will be broadcast 
"live" on WICB FM 91 with Pat 
Principle and Nick Drinker. 
The opposition will be re-
presented by the Great Danes of 
Albany State who have just come 
off an impressive 19-13 victory 
over Alfred ... The win was- quite 
an accomplishment since the loss 
was the first for Alfred at home 
in 9 games.·. . 
· Last year the. Great Danes 
were the only ·tlub, to .. out rush 
Ithaca College · in the College 
Division III Statistics averaging 
over 361 yards per game. 
However, the Bombers w:ho 
have just come off a 30-6 victory 
over St. Lawrence also were ·an 
impressive team last year. The 
Bombers shattered nearly 60 ~ 
club records in going to _the ~ 
national championship in Ala-
bama last season. They also led 
the nation in total offense with 
487 yards a game and scored 48 
points per regular season contest _ 
last year. 
The Ithacans are more than 
a formidable opponent for .the 
Danes and they will be attempt-
ing to be the first team to ever 
defeat Albany at home since they 
took up varsity football three 
years ago. 
The two teams have never 
met before, and they are both 
carrying. long v.ictory .. streaks. 
The Danes have now won 13 
straight varsity games while the 
Bombers have -not Jost in their 
last 11 regular seas_on games. 
by John Murphy 
<:.AMIGOS:· 
Add these words to your basic vocabulary 
now, whether or not'you're planning a trip 
to Mexico soon. · -
SPANISH 
chocho 
garganzando 
sacamuelas 
bulla 
manteca 
pantufla 
ENGLISH 
childish old man 
gargling 
quack dentist 
soft coal 
lard 
bedroom slipper 
Here at Jose Cuervo, we ·believe 
an informed consume·r is aq . 
informed consumer. 
The Ithacan, September 18,' 1975, Pll8') 11 · 
The offen:;ive aspect of this 
year's kam is in the ab! ehands 
of RE>rgio Burgos, Moe Al Sager, 
Chris Poulias a,td Allen Durkait. 
This ~;roup will be backed up by 
co-captai,1 John Blch, Steve 
Carey iind 1''-rank Cohen at 
halfbacks. Thu teams other 
co-captain is Scott Handler who 
along with Jeff f.nis!e, form ~ht· 
str·~ngth of the tear:1 at t.he 
fullback position. This year's 
returning goalie is Jeff CogshPII 
while the ba,:kup :.l)alie position 
has yet tll he decide·d. 
lNijlJO\'llS3H S.ij9lJOZ 
NO 1no SSIW 19N.OO 
0 A .N •\l'J\IHll NI 
1N\IHA\llS3H )13311 
lllN]RLnv·A1N·o 3H1"' 
:Noos ~N1wo, 
L_AST 
CHANCE 
for 
REFRIDGERATORS 
Limited Supply Just lReceowe©l 
Call 272-3000 
or drop a card to: 
Enterprise Leasing 
410 Co-lege ~venue 
For Prompt Delivery 
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DISCOUNT LIQUOR & WINE 
SUPERMARKET 
,. 
. . . . . 
$UPER$AVINGS .. _ ALE 
OPEN MONDAY • SATURDA.Y 9 AM~ 10 PM-
. - -
- . 
SALEENDSSATURDAY-SEPTEMBER_20' 
FROM ITALY 
RUFFO 
197 3 La Vieille Ferme . AN ExcELL~Nt VALUE } 99 
Cotes du Rhone" s21.49 PER cAsE · 24 01. 
YOUR CHOICE!! 
NORTHSIDE SELECTION 
NEW YORK STATE SPARIS_LING. WINES BARD0Lll30 
or 
VALPOLICELLA 1972 MOSELBLUMCHEN 
or 
MOUNTAIN LAKES 
SPARKLING BURGUNDY · 
C~AMPAGNE . _, 249 MAY WINE COLD. BUCK 
from Germany 
_Plfff( - 5th, 
Save 10~. 
by purchasing 
a case 
Mix or Match a case · 129 
and save 10% 23 01. MOUNTAIN mK ,--
tflNGLEPINK 
IA refreshing light 
Pink Wine 
- ~ -
. ,>.~ 50~ 5ttil 
0 $6.00 per case 
OOORTHSIDE SELECTION 
ROSED'ANJOU 
1u29 2402Za 
~-refreshing semi.dry 
Rose that will cofflPliment .. 
anymeal · 
IMPORTED FROM ITALY 
V. S. LAM BRUSCO 
trom CALIFORNIA 
2
-
49 
-
BURGUNDY_ -
. RHIN~ GAL'L'Oti 
VIN ROSE· · 
O.APAVANA 
Delightful,. mellow, 9 9/p -_ 
0 NL y· · 
semi dry Red Wine · .., 
1
. 
Sl0.99 PER CASE . 24 oz. 
--1972 
Chateau Pin Franc 
delightful 
Red Bordeaux 
·wine 
.. -
1.49 24oz.·., 
Limited Time 
Only 
PARTY CLUB 
. Pl"I(· . _ 
eATAWBA 
60~ 5th 
-- .Limit 
Savf;) 10% p.er case. :_~ B~ttl~s per. 
·. · · CustOme,·at 
~ · ._ . This Price.·. .·- : .. 
.. 
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